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I
N 1974 the American Roman Catholic theologian Avery Dulles published an instructive and successful book called Models of the Church1, the heart of which considers the church as institution, as mystical communion, as sacrament, as herald, and as servant. It includes a chapter on ‘The church and revelation’, later expanded as a further book called Models of Revelation;2 but at that point difficulties surely arise. The notion of models as Dulles applies it to the church enables him to take account of the fact that the church is a concrete objective reality, yet one whose nature is complex and difficult to encapsulate. Images which emerge from Bible and tradition, such as the ones Dulles studies, can be applied with a degree of analytical rigour to the church, with illuminating results. Some of these images may be better described as metaphors. They take actual entities such as a herald and use them to cast light on the nature of the church by analogy; they are less systematically
developed than models and are more consistently capable of
operating at other levels as well as the intellectual (though in theology, at  least, models also commonly carry strong emotional
associations and thus may profoundly influence attitudes as
well as shape conceptual thinking). Some of the images are models in a stricter meaning of the word; they do not in
themselves exist in the same sense as the church does, but as constructs they enable us to grasp aspects of the significance of
the church conceptually.3
When Dulles comes to speak of models of revelation, how-
Ever, the meaning of the word ‘model’ seems to have changed. Of late ‘model’ has become a word of rather wide-ranging
1New York/Dublin: Doubleday/Gill and Macmillan; 2nd ed., 1988.
2New York/Dublin: Doubleday/Gill and Macmillan, 1983.
3On the understanding of models presupposed here, see e.g. M. Black, Models and Metaphors (Ithaca, NY: CornellUP, 1962); I. G.Barbour, Myths, Models and Paradigms (New York/London: Harper/SCM, 1974);S. McFague, Metaphorical Theology (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1982; London: SCM, 1983).
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meaning; indeed, J. H. Elliott calls it ‘a current buzzword subject to such indiscriminate use that it often introduces more confusion than clarity.’4 In the sense in which there are ‘models of the church’ there cannot be ‘models of revelation’, because revelation is itself a metaphor or model. It is not an objectively existent entity like the church, or even God, but an image or construct capable of being applied in a more or less illuminating way to realities that do exist, such as the Bible or world history or a particular segment of history or the person of Jesus Christ or the church’s teaching or the human experience of perceiving something meaningful in the world or of being confronted by God or hearing God speak. We may utilize models in order to grasp something of the significance and depth of concrete realities such as these, and revelation is one such model. To speak of models of revelation itself is to use the term ‘models’ in a different and looser sense from the one it has when applied to the church.
Dulles’ survey of models of revelation (in this second sense) might alternatively be described as a consideration of (purported) embodiments of revelation. That is a useful study, though there are difficulties about it, and the enterprise can be misleading. Because it begins from the reifying of a model (in the first sense) and then looks for the model’s embodiments, the model itself, revelation, is treated as an indispensable theological category, and theologians find themselves drawn into arguments about whether its true embodiment is Bible or Christ event or tradition or history or experience, and find themselves discussing odd claims such as the proposition that creation is a means of revelation — an odd claim not because it is untrue but because talk in terms of revelation does not seem a very natural way of attempting to conceptualize the manner in which we discover truth from creation. Because revelation has become a mandatory theological concept, we have to attach it to the object we wish to commend as a source of Christian insight. But we may not thereby do justice to the nature of the object we wish to understand.
This seems to be the case with scripture. To describe scripture as revelation is not so much untrue as not especially
4 Social-Scientific Criticism of the New Testament and its Social World (ed. J. H. Elliott; Semeia35 [1986]) 3.
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illuminating or natural. And what is true about ‘revelation’ is also true about ‘authority’. D. L. Bartlett in another recent book on the theological significance of scripture, The Shape of Scriptural Authority,5 speaks about models for understanding scripture’s authority, apparently referring to the way authority is embodied in the Hebrew Bible by narrative, law, wisdom, and prophecy. These different genres indeed suggest different models for understanding scripture, an insight which I shall want to take up shortly, but authority is one of those models, not the object being modelled. Like revelation, it is a model frequently applied to scripture, though not because the scriptures as a whole point towards it as a natural one for them.
Nor is the model of scripture as the inspired word of God
always illuminating, a point easy for an Anglican to illustrate
from the liturgy.6 The lesson reader declares ‘this is the word
of the Lord’ after some excerpt from the life of Peter or the
agonizingof Job or the questioning of Ecclesiastes. Our
problem then is not that we would prefer to avoid affirming that this is an authentic, illuminating and edifying reading which deserves our acquiescence and for which we are grateful to God. Our problem is that ‘word of the Lord’ suggests a category mistake; it needs to be replaced by some statement such as ‘this is part of God’s story’ or ‘isn’t it amazing the things you can say to God?’ To either of these statements the congregational response ‘thanks be to God’ would be entirely apppropriate. That is more than can be said regarding the other common situation when these phrases bring a wry smile to one’s lips, when listeners on autopilot respond gratefully to some prophetic oracle or dominical saying which may indeed be the word of the Lord but which brings exceedingly bad news to its hearers and to which some response other than ‘thanks be to God’ is surely required.
The actual terms revelation and authority are not used in scripture to refer to scripture (e.g. when the New Testament refers to the Hebrew Bible), even though those terms were known and are used in other connections within scripture. Indeed, one can make out a case for the view that none of the common models for scripture is particularly scriptural, as
5Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983; see p 109.
6C£ J. Barton, People of the Book (London: SPCK, 1988) 70-75.
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writers such as Gerald Downing7 and James Barr8 have in part noted. The word ‘canon’ does appear in the canon, but not with reference to the canon. ‘Inspiration’ comes only once in the standard translations of the New Testament. The expression ‘word of God’ is not a scriptural term for scripture; in the New Testament it can refer to a particular passage from the Hebrew Bible, taking up the latter’s own usage of such phrases to denote words received by a prophet,9 but i t characteristically denotes the gospel message itself. One might even claim that ‘infallibility’ comes once in the Bible (asphaleia, Luke 1:4), but not to be predicated of the Bible.
Admittedly the evangelists’ Jesus is capable of responding to suggestions regarding his conduct with a resounding ‘it is written’ (e.g. Matthew 4: 4, 7, 10). The scriptures are there functioning for him as a rule whereby he measures someone’s counsel — functioning as canon. Yet that expression is never used, and scripture’s failure to use terms such as authority, canon, and revelation in connection with scripture is a parable of the fact that these key technical terms impose categories on scripture as a whole which do not emerge for that purpose from scripture itself. The only actually scriptural term for the scriptures as a whole is ‘scriptures’ — or simply ‘books’ or ‘writings’, to use less religious-sounding words which as such compare better with their Greek equivalents.10
It was because of subsequent events in the history of the church and of secular thought that expressions which came into being for other reasons were applied to scripture and came lo be used to express the significance of scripture as a whole. Because revelation became an issue in theology in the context of various external pressures, revelation became a
7 Has Christianity a Revelation? (London/Philadelphia: SCM/Westminster, 1964). See also Downing’s interesting review of Dulles’ Models of Revelation in Theology 87 (1984) 295-97.
8 E.g. The Bible in the Modem World (London/New York: SCM/Harper, 1973).
9 For the term ‘word of God,’ see 1 Sam. 9: 27; 1 Kings. 12: 22 (also ‘word of our God’ in Isa. 40: 8), but ‘word of Yahweh’ is much more common.
10 Though it is perhaps worth noting that the answer to C. F. Evans’ question ‘Is
"Holy Scripture" Christian?’ (see his book of that title; London: SCM, 1971) seems to
be ‘Yes’, insofar as New Testament faith, while not hinting that Christianity will have
room for holy time, holy place, holy caste, or holy rites (apart from a kiss!), still allows
for holy writings (see specifically Romans 1: 2, also 7: 12; 2 Timothy 3:15).
 category for understanding the significance of scripture.11 Through the influence of Roman law and government on a church that had itself come to function primarily as an institution, Barr suggests,12 the technical term ‘authority’ came to be the name given to one hitherto unlabelled function inherent in one specific part of the scriptures and then came to be a model for understanding the whole; and because authority was a problem in Western theology (so e.g. J. D. Zizioulas)13 it subsequently became a key category in this connection. As a consequence of nineteenth century debates over biblical criticism, inspiration had its connotations stretched so that it suggested a guarantee of the factual accuracy of scripture.14 This stretching of a concept’s significance as its application is extended is a characteristic of the process whereby models which arose in connection with specific functions inherent in particular types of scriptural material, or in wholly other connections, came to be applied to scripture as a whole.
   So various models for expressing what hearers may expect to gain from scripture or what attitudes to them are fruitful have come to be treated as theological concepts. This range of separate models for understanding scripture has then been treated as a set of theological concepts applying to the scriptures as a whole. That has in turn generated a further difficulty. The various models of the church cannot be related to each other as models. It is difficult to ask after the relationship between the church as mystical communion and the church as servant, any more than one can combine elements of a painting of a cornfield by Van Gogh with elements of one by Constable. Each is offering an account of the whole from a particular perspective. They are not parts of a jigsaw. Yet the models for scripture to which I have referred have commonly been treated as a series of interdependent concepts which are therefore capable of being brought into relationship with

 11Cf. H. D. MacDonald, Ideas of Revelation (London/New York: Macmillan/St Martins, 1959); Downing, Has Christianity a Revelation? Barr, Old and New in Interpretation (London/New York: SCM/Harper, 1966).
  12The Bible in the Modern World, 28.
  13 ‘Four preliminary considerations on the concept of authority,’ Ecumenical Review (21 (1969), 166; quotcd byBarr, The Bble in the Modem World.28.  See also G. A. Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine (Philadelphia/London: Westminster/SPCK, 1984), 102-3.  
14 See e.g. the work of B. B. Warfield (e.g. the collection The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible; reprinted Philadelphia: PRPC, 1948/l.ondon: Marshall, 1959).
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each other. One might speak, for instance, of a revelatory event which could be written about by divine inspiration in words which could thus be identified as the words of God, and which would then have authority in the believing community. In one way or another revelation, inspiration, and authority could thus be interrelated, but only at the cost of ignoring the fact that these are separate models. They do not offer interrelated partial accounts of the significance or function of scripture, but independent total accounts.
Theology long sought to conceptualize the significance of scripture by means of a standard paradigm15 based on models such as authority, revelation, and inspiration. As is the nature of models, these not only shaped conceptual thinking about scripture; because of their resonances they encouraged attitudes such as expectancy that God would speak through scripture and submission to what God was believed to say through it. Theology has now got into severe difficulties over these models, however, difficulties which constitute a crisis of paradigm in this area of theological study. Where concepts such as revelation and authority became in themselves dubious concepts in theology instead of mandatory ones, and where the empirical evidence that scripture was not a set of wholly factual documents seemed overwhelming, the result was to discredit the stretched notions of authority, revelation, and inspiration and thus to discredit those notions in principle, and in turn to discredit the scriptures to which they had been applied. Scripture was the victim of what Sallie McFague calls that ‘principal danger in the use of models..., the loss of tension between model and modelled. When that distance is collapsed, we become imprisoned by dogmatic, absolutistic, liieralistic, patterns of thought.’ We perceive models not as models but as the way things actually are. ‘The characteristics of metaphorical thinking are lost — its flexibility, relativity, and tension.’16
The radical way out of this difficulty is to abandon the traditional models in order to attempt a revolutionary shift of
+15 The notion stems from the work of Thomas Kuhn, beginning with The Structure
of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago/London: University of Chicago, 1962); for its history
and its application to theology, see the works by Barbour and McFague cited in note
3 above, as well as Dulles’ work.
16 McFague, Metaphorical Theology, 74.
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paradigms. Thus Barr prefers to ask after the way in which the Bible functions today,17 while Edward Farley’s Ecclesial Reflection18 subjects the whole notion of authority in theology to a sustained fundamental critique. But escape from the models turns out to be more difficult than it looks. Farley, for instance, demolishes ‘the house of authority’ in the first part of his book, but in the second part is then so concerned with ‘norms’19 that he may seem to be rebuilding a not wholly dissimilar new dwelling. The more radical explorations easily collapse into the more conservative ones instanced by W. J. Abraham, whose study The Divine Inspiration of Holy Scripture*0 keeps inspiration as a concept applied to the whole of scripture by developing an illuminating but quite novel starting point for determining its meaning.21
 Yet logically prior to such moves is another. The old models are in difficulty partly through having been stretched so as to provide answers to different and broader questions than the ones they originally addressed, which resulted in their seeming to be discredited when we no longer liked the answers they provided to those questions (and indeed, no longer liked the questions). The least we can do before either discarding the old models or redefining them is see if we can clean them of their incrustation by going back to the specific meaning intrinsic to each of them, which gets lost when they are stretched in order to handle other questions. For instance, the notion of authority is at home when someone is laying the law down about something; the notion of inspiration is at home when we are confronted with a text or an artefact or an experience that seems so deep or significant or extraordinary that a merely human account of its origin is unsatisfying; the notion of revelation is at home when something which would otherwise have remained secret or puzzling is unveiled publicly or clearly.
  ‘The analysis of religious discourse ought not to begin with the level of theological assertions,’ says Paul Ricoeur — as-
  17 The Bible in the Modem World, 23-34. 
  18 Philadelphia: Fortress, 1982.
  19 A key model for Lindbeck in his ‘postliberal’ study of The Nature of Doctrine. (Oxford/  New York: OUP, 1981.
  21 Cf. A. M. Farrer’s The Glass of Vision (Westminster [London]: Dacre, 1948) for an earlier example of this move.
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 sertions of a general, propositional kind. ‘A hermeneutic of revelation must give priority to those modalities of discourse that are most originary within the language of a community of faith’, which ‘are caught up in forms of discourse as diverse as narration, prophecy, legislative texts, wisdom saying, hymns, supplications, and thanksgiving’, forms such as directly modulate various distinctive expressions of faith which cannot be abstracted from these forms.22 Ricoeur, too, begins from what I have called a reifying of the idea of revelation, but his insistence on considering the distinctive ways in which different biblical genres work offers an important insight as we consider how models for scripture function.23
One fundamental difficulty about applying familiar models such as authority, inspiration, and revelation to scripture as a whole is the fact that scripture is not characteristically laying the law down or claiming to be of more than human origin or revealing things that have been veiled. But parts of scripture are doing these various things, and all these models can still be illuminating with regard to part of scripture as they bring into focus the nature or function of specific sections of it. The model of scripture as the inspired word of God of course fits prophecy in particular, as the oracles of the prophets explicitly claim a divine origin; I will return to this model at the close of the paper. Laying the law down is what the Torah is characteristically doing, so that Jesus’s deference to its commands corresponds to its own nature; it is the law which presents itself as an authoritative canon. The apocalypses of Daniel and Revelation purport to reveal what is otherwise veiled: it is the Book of Revelation which is the book of revelation.
Admittedly the biblical books themselves tend to be more complex than Ricoeur’s dictum might suggest. The command material of the Torah or the Sermon on the Mount is contextualized in narratives; the ‘prophetic’ books contain
K ‘Toward a hermeneutic of the idea of revelation’ (ET by D. Pellauer), Harvard Theological Review 70 (1977) 15 = Ricoeur, Essays on Biblical Interpretation (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980/London: SPCK, 1981) 90-91.
251 have noted above that this is also one of Bartlett’s starting points; he changes the model from revelation to authority but does not question the appropriateness of working with a single category for all the biblical genres (see The Shape of Biblical Authority ix). In his contribution to the Lux Mvndi centenary volume The Religion of the Incarnation (ed. R. Morgan; Bristol: Bristol Classical Press, 1989) John Muddiman takes up Charles Gore’s observation (in his essay on ‘The Holy Spirit and inspiration’) that inspiration, too, means different things with regard to different genres.
 much apart from direct prophecy; apocalypses characteristically appear in combination with other literary forms (stories in Daniel, letters in Revelation); Paul’s letters fit no one category very easily. Nevertheless it is heuristically useful to consider how the models function individually. We may sub- sequently find it illuminating to stretch them so that they apply to scripture as a whole, but we will do that more fruitfully and more circumspectly if we have begun from their narrower earlier application in specific contexts and from the intrinsic meaning which attracted Bible and tradition to them in the first place, and if we keep that intrinsic meaning in mind as we stretch the model, rather than allowing its meaning to emerge from extrinsic considerations. Some of the problems the models raise for us will be avoided if we thus distinguish between primary and secondary applications of them.
In addition to matching the old models more specifically to
the material they suit, we will need to utilize some new models, but they also need to be devised in relation to specific points, namely the points where the old models fail to serve. For instance, the poetic books in the Hebrew Bible and the epistles in the New Testament are genres that seem ill-served by the received models. Here some explicitly modern ones which see scripture as issuing from human experience, theological reflection, and/or preaching,24 may correspond well with the books’ own account of themselves, given the way they overtly build on experience, reflection, and preaching.
  Most importantly, none of the models fits naturally the narrative books which dominate the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament. It is not that these lack authority rather than possessing it, that they are uninspired rather than inspired, or that they purport to be God’s revelation but do not actually transmit it. It is that such models are not as illuminating when applied to narrative forms of literature. Narratives do not lay the law down; insofar as they refer to their origin, it is their human authorship that they allude to, and that only rarely; they tell of things that were visible to anyone who was there
24 For the Bible as the sedimentation of language or experience, see Farley, Ecclesial Reflection, 267-81, 363-65; as theological reflection, Barr, The Bible in the Modem World, 89-149;.as preaching, W. Marxsen, The Nee Testammt as the Church’s Book (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1972; ET by J. E. Mignard of Das Neue Tsstammt als Buch der Kirche [Gütersloh: Mohn, 1966).
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(except for the truth in the suggestion that narrative is a genre for concealing as much as for revealing) .25
Of course the notions of authority, inspiration, and revelation can be stretched to accommodate narrative works.26 The stretching is already taking place within the New Testament in that one passage where translations commonly use the word ‘inspiration’, which describes the whole Jewish scriptures as inspired (2 Timothy 3: 16). The reading of Joshua-Judges- Samuel-Kings as the former prophets and the reading of the Hebrew scriptures as a whole as Torah illustrate the same process.27 One of my concerns in this paper, however, is to draw attention to the fact that a stretching is required when we apply the model of authority or inspiration or revelation to a narrative text. We have grown so familiar with this stretching that we no longer notice that it takes place.
Two terms from scripture itself seem worth exploring as suggesting alternative models for narrative in particular. One is the idea of ‘witness’, applied to scripture as a whole by Karl Barth28 among others; the other is the term ‘tradition’, which has come to be used illuminatingly of scripture itself in some recent discussion, partly arising out of ecumenical dialogue.29 The narrative books are a witnessing tradition. Each of these expressions combines two features central to the theological significance of scriptural narrative, features which easily fly apart and importantly need to be kept in close association. The first is a historical concern and reference. As witness, the narratives testify to events that have happened which constitute the good news their message brings. As tradition they pass
25. See e.g. F. Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy (Cambridge, MA/London: Harvard UP, 1979); with the recent discussion between W. H. Kelber, D. O. Via, A. Yarbro Collins, and Kermode, in Genre, Narrativily, and Theology (ed. M. Gerhart and J. G. Williams; Semeia 43,1988), and R. F. Thiemann’s critique in ‘Radiance and obscurity in biblical narrative,’ Scriptural Authority and Narrative Interpretation (Hans Frei Festschrift, ed. G. Green; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987) 21-41.
86 See recently Scriptural Authority and Narrative Interpretation. In The Bible in the Modem World 23-30, Barr offers some criticism of the attempt to retain the term ‘authority’ by redefining it in a ‘soft’ sense (applicable to narrative, for instance).
871 owe this point to Dr R. P. Gordon.
88 Die kirchlicke Dogmatik I 2, § 19 (Zurich: Evangelischer Verlag, 1938; ET by G. T. Thomson and H. Knight, Chwrch Dogmatics I 2; Edinburgh/New York: Clark/Scribner’s, 1956). Ricoeur discusses ‘The hermeneutics of testimony’ in Anglican Theological Review 61 (1979) 435-61 = Essays 119-54 (ET by D. Stewart and C. E. Reagan from ‘L’hermeneutique du temoignaee,’ Archivio di Filosofia 42 [1972] 35-61); see also ‘Revelation’ 31-37 = Essays 110-17.
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on an account of events which have happened and which are important for people who have not personally experienced I hem (for tradition’s particular concern with passing on an a( count of events, see Luke 1:1-4; 1 Corinthians 11: 23; 15: 3). The second feature is that the witness is given by people from their individual perspective, while the tradition reflects the < oticerns of those who pass it on and those of its recipients; the wi t nessing tradition is not merely factual chronicle. Thus both a historical concern and a literary concern are appropriate to the interpretation of the witnessing tradition. It might be appropriate to add that broad factual reliability is a necessary «liaracteristic of adequate witness, but factual inerrancy is not.50
It is an important feature of the use of models in theology that a multiplicity of models is commonly required to do justice to its subjects. ‘An endless number of metaphors and models ... is no "death by a thousand qualifications",’ Ian Ramsey comments. ‘Rather, it is life by a thousand enrichhments’.51 These varied models thus offer independent, though not necessarily rival, accounts of their subject. It is less appropriate to seek to interweave them or argue for one rather than another, more appropriate to consider what aspects of the object they model are represented by them, what aspects of the model need to be ignored because they do not have correspondents in the object, what characteristics of the object can only be brought out by other models, and how the varied models act as mutual qualifiers marking points at which any one model ceases to apply. In the process the priority of some models over others may indeed emerge. In the case of models for scripture, this process may explain something of the way in which certain parts of the scriptures are in practice more prominent than others.
It may not be wise to look for one model for scripture which is primary in relation to all the others or which holds all the models together. The quest for such an overarching model
29. See The World Conference on Faith and Order: Montreal 1963 (Faith and Order Paper 42, ed.. P. C. Rodger and L. Vischer; London: SCM, 1964) 50-54.
30 l do not exclude the possibility that the Bible includes some wholly (or almost  wholly) fictional narratives, to which the model of the witnessing tradition might not be as directly applicable. .
31. Models and Mystery (London/New York: OUP, 1964) 60; as quoted by McFague, Metaphorical Theology, 106. 
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threatens to compromise the important principle of diversity of models, which in the case of models for scripture corresponds to the diversity of scriptural forms. If one model can overarch the whole, it will not be one of the traditional ones (authority, revelation, inspiration, canon, word of God). All make their particular points in a sharp way, but precisely that makes them too narrow to form a satisfactory overarching model or paradigm, and the fact that they bring with them so much baggage from the history of secular and theological thought also presents difficulties. An influential strand of contemporary study maintains that the primary biblical genre is the one which dominates both the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament, narrative,32 corresponding as it does to the nature of the gospel itself. It would be in keeping with this view to conclude that if there is one overarching model for scripture, it is the witnessing tradition. At least one might affirm that the scriptures are more fundamentally a witnessing tradition that brings gospel to their hearers than they are an authoritative canon which tells those hearers what to do, or a revelation of things otherwise hidden, or a collection of oracles inspired by God.
They include material which presents itself as oracles given by God, however, and I return finally to that traditional model, scripture as the inspired word of God, one that has come to seem at least as problematic as any, to see how this in particular illustrates further the perspective I am suggesting.ss
In the Hebrew Bible, to draw attention to the divine origin of a message is to declare that it is certain to come about. It is ‘true’ in the sense of being reliable and effective rather than in the sense of being merely factually correct. The declaring of the word of God is not just the conveying of information but the implementing of a decision; the recipients are permitted to overhear its declaration so that they may align themselves with it, by trust or repentance. They do not have to do that; Amaziah warns Jereboam about the words of Amos because
32. Cf. e.g. Lindbeck’s description of its ‘overarching story’ as ‘the literary genre of the Bible as a whole’ and as that which holds its diverse materials together (The Nature of Doctrine, 120-21). But see M. Wiles’ critique of such views in ‘Scriptural authority and theological construction,’ Scriptural Authority and Narrative Interpretation, 42-58.
33. I have discussed this further in the article on ‘Inspiration’ in A Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation (ed. R. J. Coggins and J. L. Houlden; London: SCM/ Philadelphia: TPI, 1990).
 ‘the land cannot bear all his words’ — he must be silenced, so  that the events they announce may be short-circuited (Amos 7: 10). Paradoxically, while people’s attempt to frustrate such words from God makes it necessary that the words should be affective, when people align themselves with such words, those words can then be reconsidered. The Book of Jonah’s account of God’s dealings with Nineveh shows how the words of God are not irrevocable in the manner of the laws of the Medes and Persians. Ultimately, however, the declared purpose of God will stand and will achieve the divine purpose (Isaiah 40: 8; 55:10-11). Warnings such as those of Isaiah 6 and promises such as those of Ezekiel 37 are not mere factual predictions but implementations of that purpose. Their language is performative;34 they effect that to which they refer.
In New Testament times, the divine origin of prophetic words had another significance for people. Talk in the broad framework of ‘inspiration’ was common in the New Testament and patristic periods, though the words inspired/ inspiration are rare in the English Bible. The one New Testament instance of theopeustos (2 Timothy 3: 16), ‘God-breathed’ (NIV), is exceptional in scripture itself also for its attribution of inspiration to the text rather than to its author, though this usage then recurs in the patristic period, beginning with Clement, Stromata vii 16 [vii 101,103]. It contrasts with the further classic passage in one of the later New Testament epistles, 2 Peter 1: 21: no prophecy ever came by impulse of man, but men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God’. With this expression one may compare the references in more mainstream New Testament documents and in the words of Jesus to the Holy Spirit being involved in the uttering of words preserved in the scriptures. Thus in Mark 12: 36 Jesus refers to David speaking ‘in the Holy Spirit’ (RSV ‘inspired by the Holy Spirit’); cf. Acts 1: 16; 4: 25.
  In alluding to the Spirit’s involvement the passages of course imply the claim that behind the text’s human author is a divine initiative and activity. It is difficult to say very much about the nature of this. Both more ‘liberal’ and more ‘conservative discussions of it are preoccupied with denying
34. See J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words (Oxford/Ncw York: Clarendon/OUP, 1962); D. D. Evans, The Logic of Self-Involvement (London/New York: SCM/Herder, 1965).
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that the prophetic experience involved anything too supranaturalist such as would have infringed the freedom of the human person; there is a rationalist streak about both approaches at this point.
Our account of the inspiration of prophecy certainly needs to take account of the fact that the prophets speak out of the background of traditions which provide much of the shape to what they say, that they use genres which reflect the speech forms of their day, that they contribute to what they say as Yahweh’s messengers by who they themselves individually are, by the experience they bring to their calling and by the experience their calling brings to them, and by their reflection and creativity, and that their words reach us via the work of groups of human redactors. Yet the New Testament talk of speaking ‘in the Spirit’ or being ‘moved by the Holy Spirit’ so that one ‘spoke from God’ (Mark 12:36; 2 Peter 1:21) suggests an inspiration which took the form of possession by the Spirit, God using human beings as instruments in a way which did not involve their minds even as receptors of a divine message (cf. Acts 1: 16; 4: 25; and the descriptions of their own experience given by prophets such as Ezekiel). Alternatively, it might suggest that inspiration took the form of dictation of messages by God, which may be the understanding suggested by the familiar ‘thus says Yahweh’ of the prophets; here the human mind is engaged (cf. 1 Peter 1: 10-12).
In the present context what we need to note is that whatever the psychology of inspiration, in the New Testament the reason for referring to the person or the text being inspired is that this undergirds the further claim that the biblical text has special meaning and makes special demands upon a later audience. These may be a meaning and a set of demands which would have been unknown to its human author. It is characteristic of passages such as we have just referred to, and fundamental to the intrinsic significance of this model, that inspiration is a hermeneutical category. While the passages assume that their text had a human author and needs to be understood in the light of what it would mean to that author, their central aim in listening to the scriptures is to listen to God speaking in them. The scriptures are God’s word. That is not merely a statement of their authority or truth but an indication
 of a way to read them.35
The New Testament further assumes that the inspiring Spirit is the Spirit of Christ (cf. passages such as 1 Corinthians 12:3 which link the Spirit and testimony to Christ); thus belief in the inspiration of scripture backs up the thesis that passages which make no overt reference to Christ refer to him covertly. In the present century Barth has also emphasized the Christocentric aspect to inspiration,36 though in the context of contemporary emphasis on a historical approach to exegesis it is unlikely that a stress on the inspiration of a work will offer a convincing rationale for methods of interpretation which allow for the discovery in the text of meanings which the author would not recognize. We may, however, see this stress as drawing attention to the depth dimension in the text which underlies the contemporary interpreter’s expectation of dis-
covering something there that ‘speaks’ beyond its original context. To use a modern model, it compares with the category of the ‘classic texts’ as Frank Kermode37 and David Tracy38 have analyscd it, those texts which continue to be read over gen-
erations and centuries, which in their richness invite a multi-
plicity of readings, which challenge our sense of what is important and possible, and which represent a resource for abiding truth. This model, too, seems to be one not happily applicable to all scriptural genres with the same claim to appro-
priateness, but suggestive with regard to texts of a ‘prophetic’ type.
   The New Testament’s references to inspiration may also link with the belief that the Spirit who is involved in the origin of scripture is also involved in relating the text and our present; and that assumption in turn may link with reader-response approaches to literary interpretation.
   Within scripture itself, then, the idea that words spoken or written by human beings could be words inspired by God, words of God, suggested that these words were both reliable and effective in the context when they were uttered, and meaningful in a far-reaching way beyond that context. This is

35. Cf. the comments of C. M. Wood, The Formation of Christian Understanding (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1981) 39. 
36. Cf. again Dogmatik I 2. 
37. The Classic (London/New York: Faber/Viking, 1975).
38. The Analogical Imagination (New York/London: Crossroad/SCM, 1981).
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not to imply that we redefine ‘inspired’ so that it comes to mean ‘inspiring’; theopneustos is an objective statement about the origin of scripture, not a subjective statement about its effects.39 But the reason why the objective statement is of interest is that the inspiredness of the words of God makes them inspiring.
The notion of inspiration has been reapplied in varying ways in response to a variety of questions over the Christian centuries. John Calvin makes scripture’s inspiration the basis for its having a unique status over against post-biblical tradition, the teaching authority of the church, and latter-day Montanism.40 But it is doubtful whether within the Bible itself the Spirit’s involvement with its authors is seen as phenomenologically distinctive; it is not the inspiration of scripture which is the grounds for its unique authority. Subsequently nineteenth-century writers attempted to relate the doctrine of inspiration to the approaches of biblical criticism, in friendly or hostile fashion, and that process has continued in more recent attempts to assimilate the awareness that many biblical books came into existence through a process involving a variety of traditionists, sources, and redactors, so that their inspiration might need to be seen as more a community than an individual matter, in keeping with the biblical stress on the work of the Spirit in the corporate life of the people of God. But these reapplications of the doctrine also tend to divert attention from the earlier significances of talk in terms of inspiration, which we have noted, and which still look potentially more fruitful.
In doing that, they also facilitated the stretching of the notion of inspiration so that it applies more easily to genres such as the epistle (where discursive, reflective teaching most analogous to the nature of what we call theology appears) and narrative (where questions of historical accuracy which came into prominence with nineteenth century debates have a more natural place than they do in prophecy). If the teaching of scripture is uniquely inspired, one can claim that it is uniquely authoritative; if scriptural narrative is uniquely inspired, one
39. See classically Warfield, ‘God-inspired Scripture," The Presbyterian and Reformed Review 11 (1900) 89-130 (reprinted in Warfield, Inspiration and Authority 245-96) ,against H. Cremer (see his Biblico-Theological Lexicon of New Testament Greek [ET by W. Urwick, 4th ed. Edinburgh: Clark, 1895] 730-32).
40 See Institutes of the Christian Religion I 9; IV 8.
 can claim that it is uniquely accurate. Thus B. B. Warfield saw inspiration as a work of the Spirit which rendered the biblical writers’ words also the words of God ‘and therefore perfectly infallible’.41
But Warfield’s ‘therefore’ raises questions. The description of scripture as inspired was not designed to make a statement regarding the accuracy of a narrative. It was not even directly designed to make a statement of its authorship. Indeed, we have noted that the inherent nature of narrative (in contrast in prophecy) is to conceal the author (human and/or divine) in letting the events tell the story, and we must not ‘generalize in univocal fashion the concept of inspiration derived from the prophetic genre and assume that God spoke to the redactors of the sacred books just as he spoke to the prophets’,42 any more than flatten the notion of inspiration so that the way it applies to such redactors determines the way it applies to prophets.
Care is needed in inferring significances from models. ‘The
Bible is inspired, therefore it is infallible’ is an argument
parallel to ‘Christ’s death paid a ransom for us, therefore we can ask to whom the ransom was paid’ or ‘God chose some people for salvation, therefore he chose others for damnation’ or ‘God is Father, therefore he is male’. It is at this point that models may act as a check on each other, barring the way to false inferences. If Warfield’s inference were a correct one, one would expect it to be more directly justified by other models or other more direct statements in scripture, and this does not seem to be so. More generally we may note that a stretching of the idea of inspiration so that it applies to genres other than prophecy is in principle appropriate, but the pressure of external considerations prevented that from happening in a way that kept in close touch with the original points of describing scripture as the inspired word of God.
   The first of those points, suggested by prophecy itself, was that it indicated that as God’s word scriptural texts do some- thing. That ought also to be the point of referring to other parts of scripture as the word of God. It can be illustrated from
41. Inspiration and Authority 420; my emphasis. ‘Infallibility’ in the context of nineteenth century debate was the equivalent of ‘inerrancy’ in current discussion; the latter term came into use when ‘infallibility’ began to be used in a softer sense during the present century.
42. Ricoeur, ‘Revelation ‘4-5,17 = Essays 77, 92.
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Charles Wood’s observation that the aim of a statement such as ‘God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself (2 Corinthians 5: 19) (a narrative-type statement in a work of theological reflection) was not so much to ‘resolve a Christological puzzle’ as to ‘transform the relationship between God and humankind’.43 It is a reliable and effective, powerfully performative statement.
The second significance of describing something as the inspired word of God, suggested by the New Testament and the Fathers, was that it drew attention to what I have called in modern parlance the depth dimension in the text. Applied to narrative, the model of inspiration draws attention to the profundity of its interpretation of events or of its creation of a new world before its hearers’ eyes and ears, both of which speak far beyond the dreams of its authors. Inspired scripture (narrative as well as prophetic) is meaningful in afar-reaching way beyond the context in which it was first written. We can declare in the liturgy that an excerpt from the life of Peter or the agonizing of Job or the questioning of Ecclesiastes is the word of the Lord, because such passages are designed to do something to the life of the people of God and because there is something profound about the way they portray a world before our eyes and ears.
Further, as the model of inspiration can be illuminating when applied to other genres as long as its fundamental meanings are kept in mind, so material of a ‘prophetic’ kind needs the other models to complement and qualify that of the inspired word of God. Prophecy is also part of the witnessing tradition — it builds on the story of God’s work with Israel and in Christ, in retrospect and in prospect. Prophecy also evidences human experience and reflection, but the way to take account of this is by applying these other models to prophecy rather than by stretching the notion of inspiration so that it covers everything and risks meaning nothing.
There is more work to be done by way of thinking through the significance within scripture itself of the models of the inspired word of God, and of other models such as witness, tradition, authority, canon, revelation, and reflection, on
43. Wood, Formation 71.
 which I have touched only briefly here. We have inherited a voluminous body of study of many of these models on the part of more conservative and more radical scholars, but it has been preoccupied with broader questions than ones which issue from scripture itself. It is far from having exhausted such work; indeed it may have hardly begun it.44
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44. A paper read to the Cambridge Theological Society in February l989, and revised in the light of comments by members and colleagues.

